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As club technology advances and equipment costs rise,
custom fitting has become crucial. Award-winning fitter
Derek Murray tells us how to get the most from your gear

T

wenty years ago, very
few ordinary golfers
had heard of customfitted clubs. Equipment
built to the
specifications of the individual player
was very much the preserve of tour
pros and very enthusiastic amateurs.
The odd gear geek at your club might
have had a fancy after-market shaft in
their driver, but most golfers bought

clubs off the rack with proactive PGA
Professionals advising on whether the
shafts should be regular or stiff.
Fast-forward to 2019 and the
majority of clubs that are now bought
in the UK have been custom fitted to
some degree or another. But, as we
found out when we visited Derek
Murray at his ForeGolf custom fitting
and building operation in Ireland, not
all custom fittings are created equal.

Having learned the golf retail
business working in the shop at the K
Club and seen how custom fitting
worked on tour via a stint with
Cleveland Golf on its tour truck, Derek
saw the opportunity to bring the two
together. He started ForeGolf in 1997,
working out of a small shop in the town
of Naas an hour outside of Dublin.
Murray’s motivation was to offer
committed amateurs what he’d been

Derek Murray has won many
awards, including World
Clubmaker of the Year in 2010
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part of on tour, working with the likes
of Vijay Singh and Michael Campbell
to get their equipment just right.
Word quickly spread on ForeGolf
and before long business was
booming. To help fulfil all the orders,
Derek’s father Don – an engineer by
trade – took over the club-building
side of the operation, while Derek
concentrated on the fittings and
developing relationships with all the
key golf manufacturers, who were
initially sceptical of letting a relative
unknown have access to heads, shafts
and components.
Further reinforcement came in the
shape of Dave Williams, another
Cleveland tour truck graduate, and in
2011 ForeGolf moved to a new state-ofthe-art premises at Killeen Castle. This
includes a workshop that features glass
walls so golfers can see Don precisely
crafting clubs – it’s golf’s version of a
chef’s table at a top restaurant.
ForeGolf is now a full-blown family
affair, with Derek’s mum Christine the
office manager and sister Jill
responsible for marketing, including a
burgeoning YouTube channel
(ForeGolf Custom) where Derek and
Dave share their knowledge and
insight on the latest gear.
For serious equipment
enthusiasts, a trip to
ForeGolf is unforgettable,
but even from afar here’s
what you can learn...

Humble beginnings:
the original
ForeGolf premises

Is custom fitting only worthwhile
for better players?
Absolutely not! Everyone should be
fitted, especially beginners. If you have
never played, you should get fitted
before you start because then you’ll
have a faster track in your progress.
Clubs that are designed for gameimprovers are built to get the ball into
the air – they will have more flexible
shafts to help with ball flight, will be
better balanced and, crucially, will be
the correct length and lie if custom
fitted. By getting it right from the start,
you won’t have to make adjustments in
your stance and swing to compensate
for the club. As a result, you’ll be able
to learn more effectively.
The truth is, whatever level of golfer
you are, having your clubs custom
fitted will help you get to the next level
quicker. Your good strikes will be
maximised and the impact of your
poor ones will be reduced.

What can better players and elite
golfers gain from a fitting?
The higher the ability – certainly at
tour level and for very good amateurs
too – the more fitting is about finetuning the performance of the club to
achieve a specific goal. That might be a
certain flight or trajectory that a player
wants to hit the ball on, but it can also
be about building a club that suits a
player’s eye and feels ‘right’ – whether
that’s in their hands, at address, during
the swing or at impact.
Equally, it might be about helping
cancel out a destructive shot that a
player might have in their locker. A lot
of people think top golfers don’t hit
bad shots, but they do! And when you
are generating that much clubhead and
ball speed, as the best players do, a
miss can be a very big miss.
Often with better players, that miss is
left as they have very fast hand. But the
miss can be minimised through fitting
and especially club building, where the
use of moveable weight within the
clubhead can be a very effective way to
take out one side of the course.
When is the best time to be fitted
for new clubs? Before or after a
course of lessons?
I would normally say to do
it before you start on a
series of lessons, because
then you’ll at least be
working on improving

“Having your clubs custom
fitted will help you get to
the next level quicker”

GM’s Mike Harris goes through
a fitting under the watchful eye
of Derek (L) and David (R)
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Don Murray lovingly builds
clubs by hand in ForeGolf’s
open-view workshop
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your technique knowing the clubs you
are using have been built to your
specifications – especially length and
lie. Those two factors have such an
influence on posture and strike. If
you’re in the middle of lessons, finish
them and finish what you’re thinking
about in your head so that’s out of the
way. Then move forward from there.
One other important factor is the
clubs you are currently using. If they
are so unsuitable for you that they are
contributing to a fault, or your coach is
having to try and build a swing around
them, get fitted first and then you can
focus on your swing.
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consistency and efficiency
of your strike. It’s easy to
swing hard, generate a lot
of clubhead speed and feel
ForeGolf is one of
like you are really
only a few places to
attacking the ball, but that
stock PXG clubs
won’t necessarily result in
a consistent strike.
After that, the other two key factors
are launch and spin. So launch angle is
good to understand [depending on
your swing speed, optimum numbers
are around 11-16 degrees with a
driver], as is spin as that works in
tandem with launch [optimum spin is
between 1,800 and 2,700rpm
depending on swing speed].
I also want to look closely at descent
Should you have a custom-fitting
Understanding where you are hitting angle, especially with irons. For
session if you’re not swinging well? the ball on the clubface is also
instance, I don’t want to see a player hit
Up to a point, yes. As a fitter I’m
important, because even with modern a 7-iron that goes 180 yards if the
looking to see the where a person’s
face technology, which is more
landing angle is less than 45 degrees,
swing breaks down, because that’s
forgiving on off-centre hits, you will
because the ball won’t be able to stop
often the place where I see things that
lose ball speed and therefore distance if on the green.
can help me help the golfer the most.
you are not striking the ball in the
However, where it gets difficult is
middle of the clubface.
How often should you upgrade
when a golfer turns up and starts
As a fitter, I can help minimise the
your golf clubs?
hitting shots they almost never hit. We impact of those off-centre hits, but it’s
I’d say if you were to upgrade every
have it now and then when someone
most useful for a player and their
four seasons, you’d see a very real
turns up and they’re cutting (or
coach to see where the strike is. This
performance gain from your current
hooking) it and they say, “I never
enables them to work on how the
equipment. Year to year it’s hard
usually hit that shot”.
golfer delivers the club to the ball and
because the needle doesn’t move
In that scenario we have to just hit
generates a centred strike.
enough; manufacturers are limited in
pause, go and have a coffee and
what they can do within the rules of
rebook them in a couple of
golf. Also, those lightbulb innovation
Golfers can be fitted for a wide
weeks later. Otherwise we’d end
moments where engineers and
variety of clubs from the top brands
up building a club around an
designers come up with a
atypical shot and that’s almost
groundbreaking idea – one that can be
the worst thing you can do.
translated into a design that can be
produced at volume and to an
Is it important for golfers to
acceptable price – aren’t that
understand data from a
common. They’re clever guys, but
launch monitor?
they’re only human.
It’s important for them to
understand some key
Precision and
parameters, so when they go
attention to detail
are crucial
for a custom fitting they’re not
like a rabbit in the headlights, looking
at a screen full of flashing numbers
with no idea of what they mean.
For me, the most important stat for
the golfer to understand is smash
factor [smash factor is ball speed
divided by club speed. It relates to the
amount of energy transferred from the
clubhead to the golf ball. The higher
the smash factor, the better the energy
transfer. A smash factor near 1.50 on
driver shots is good].
The reason I like smash factor is
because it’s great for understanding the
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The choice of
after-market shafts
is incredible

“The most
important stat
to understand is
smash factor”

Golfers come from
around the globe
to ForeGolf

One factor that might affect that
time frame, however, is if a golfer is
improving rapidly and their game has
moved on so much that the clubs they
had to help them get to the next level
aren’t the best ones to help them make
the next jump.
Sometimes the four-year period is
shortened if a brand comes up with a
game-changing bit of equipment and
that technology solves a particular
issue a golfer has. Then, you have to
accept the product they were fitted for
the year before – which at the time was
the best solution for them – has been
improved upon so much, and the
potential benefits of the new club(s)

are so great for that particular golfer
they should consider a change.
You do also have to factor in that
some golfers want to get fitted for new
clubs on a regular basis because golf
equipment is their passion. Even if the
hard numbers say performance gain
might be minimal, there’s the buzz and
feel-good factor of having the latest
driver. It’s hard to quantify something
like that in our data-driven world, but
the positive effect of getting new clubs
shouldn’t be overestimated.
If you’re going to get custom fitted
for just one thing, what should it be?
It is, of course, dependent on the

individual, but across the board I’d
probably say irons. They are the clubs
you’ll use most frequently on full
shots, and the better they perform for
you, the more greens you’ll hit, the
closer you’ll get it to the pin, the lower
your score will be and the quicker
you’ll cut shots off your handicap.
After that I’d say driver, especially if
you’re very short or have a very
pronounced cut off the tee. In those
cases, modern driver technology has a
lot to offer.
Wedges and putter are important,
too, but they help fine-tune your game,
rather than delivering the big changes
that irons and driver can.

It’s a family affair
at ForeGolf
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